
theatrical.Theme 7.Cooking

Name: ________________________

Date: _______________

Use the words in the box to fill in the gaps.

butter wash measure mix peel

fry knead boil pour grate

chop weigh

1. Usually before we cook the potatoes, we ________ them first.

2. I always ________ the vegetables before I start cooking them.

3. You must always remember to clean the food before you cook it, so ________ it with water.

4. To see how heavy something is I __________ it.

5. You add the eggs to the flour and them ______.

6. You have to melt the ____________ until it's liquid before you add it.

7. To make bread you must __________ the dough for atlas 20 minutes.

8. You can __________ some cheese and add it to your pasta, it's delicious!

9. Wait or the water to ________ before you add the pasta.

10. Once you have peeled and cut the potatoes you now ______ them in a pan.

11. Remember to ________ the milk in slowly so it doesn't spill.

12. You have to add 2 cups of milk so you must ______________ it in a jug.
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theatrical.Theme 7.Cooking

TEACHER ANSWER SHEET

Use the words in the box to fill in the gaps.

butter wash measure mix peel

fry knead boil pour grate

chop weigh

1. Usually before we cook the potatoes, we   peel   them first.

2. I always   chop   the vegetables before I start cooking them.

3. You must always remember to clean the food before you cook it, so   wash   it with water.

4. To see how heavy something is I   weigh   it.

5. You add the eggs to the flour and them   mix  .

6. You have to melt the   butter   until it's liquid before you add it.

7. To make bread you must   knead   the dough for atlas 20 minutes.

8. You can   grate   some cheese and add it to your pasta, it's delicious!

9. Wait or the water to   boil   before you add the pasta.

10. Once you have peeled and cut the potatoes you now   fry   them in a pan.

11. Remember to   pour   the milk in slowly so it doesn't spill.

12. You have to add 2 cups of milk so you must   measure   it in a jug.
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